Pre-School Summer 2 – Overview
Focus Question- How do I get about?
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Physical- We will be practising and developing our gross motor skills by travelling along a variety of obstacle
courses, using our bodies in different ways such as crawling, jumping, curling up and stretching. This will also be in
preparation for our ‘Sports Week’.

Communication & Language- We will spend time encouraging the children to share their own experiences
of travelling to different places and talk about the different types of transport they have been in and seen in the
environment, such as cars, buses, trains etc. We will also play sound lottery games to help the children identify initial
sounds of words.

Personal, Social & Emotional- We will have a focus on the importance of children listening to and

Also this half term…

following instructions which keep them safe when crossing the road or travelling in the car. We will continue to do our
‘Core Practice’ each session. We will begin conversation about the changes after summer- children moving on, new
classmates, new classrooms and new teachers.

--September Reception
starters will begin to rotate
lunch in the hall.
--Sports day games over the
period of a week.
Literacy- Exploring the story, Whatever next? We will be looking at how the bear makes his way into space and what he
Hope everyone has a lovely
summer! Good luck to
those moving on, see
everyone else in
September.

uses to get there, discussing transport options. We will be exploring ‘sound lotto’ games, listening for sounds familiar to us.
Maths- On the craft tables, we will be using shapes and junk modelling to create arrangements and build our own
transport. On our walks around the neighbourhood, we will be looking at the shapes that make up a vehicle, for example,
two round wheels for a bicycle, and looking for numbers around us on signs and number plates.
Understanding the World- When possible, we will be taking walks around and exploring our local area; looking at the
different modes of transport we can see and how to be safe as we get about; taking note of road signs, zebra crossings and
the world around us.
Expressive Arts & Design- Our craft area will be stocked full of a variety of junk modelling, and we will be encouraging
the children to create their own vehicles. We will sing nursery rhymes such as ‘The wheels on the bus ‘and ‘This is the way
we cross the road’ during our carpet time.

